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Abstract

A method to calculate semi-strict supertrees is proposed. The semi-strict supertrees are calculated by creating the matrix that

represents all the groups in the source trees (as done in already existing techniques), and then finding the trees determined by the

ultra-clique. The ultra-clique is defined as the set of characters where each possible subset is compatible with each possible subset

from the entire matrix. Finding the ultra-clique is computationally complex (since in most cases many of the characters have

missing entries), but a heuristic method yields reliable results. When the trees have no conflict, or when there are only two trees,

the method produces the exact result for any ordering of the input trees and any ordering of the groups within them; when there

are more than two trees and they have conflict, a single ordering or sequence can create some spurious groups, but doing

multiple sequences eliminates the spurious groups. The method uses only state set operations, and is thus easily implemented in

computer programs. Unlike any existing type of supertree, semi-strict supertrees display all the groups, and only those groups,

that are implied by at least some combination of the input trees and contradicted by none. The idea that supertrees should take

into account the number of occurences of a given group, so as to retain some groups even in the case of conflict, is discussed; it

is argued that a conceptual equivalent of the majority rule consensus is not possible when the sets of taxa differ among trees.

Also, when pruning taxa from a set of trees, the supertree can display groups that contradict the consensus for the entire trees,

suggesting that supertrees for matrices with very dissimilar sets of taxa should be interpreted with caution. If (for any valid

reason) the data cannot be combined in a single matrix, it is advisable that the taxon sets in the matrices be as similar as

possible.

� 2002 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.

Introduction

Many studies or comparisons in phylogenetics re-
quire combining results for different sets of taxa, but

combining trees with different sets of taxa is more

complicated than it appears at first, and none of the

existing methods is entirely satisfactory. The methods of

Gordon (1986) and Steel (1992) can be used to combine

trees only when they are perfectly compatible, and are

thus of limited applicability. The most widely used

method is MRP (‘‘Matrix Representation with Parsi-
mony’’), where a matrix of group membership variables

is created for each source tree (scoring taxa not included

in the tree as a missing entry, adding an all-zero

‘‘root’’). The matrix representing the trees is then ana-

lyzed with parsimony (Baum, 1992; Baum and Ragan,

1993; Ragan, 1992). The obvious advantage of MRP is

that it can be easily implemented with existing software
for parsimony analysis (like NONA, Goloboff, 1996;

PAUP*, Swofford, 1998; and TNT, Goloboff et al.,

1999). Some of its drawbacks have been pointed out by

the very proponents of the method: groups in more

pectinate, larger, and more resolved trees are normally

given more influence, and it may create groups which

are not implied by any (combination of) input trees.

Two other methods for building supertrees, much less
widely used, are those of Lanyon (1993) and Semple and

Steel (2000), which can be used for any set of trees

(compatible or not).

In this paper, we point out problems with all pre-

existing methods and present a new method which

overcomes these problems. Finally, we discuss some

general problems with the interpretation of supertrees.
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Problems with MRP

MRP is a method with many problems, some of

which have been pointed out by the very defendants of

MRP (e.g., Bininda-Emonds and Bryant, 1998; Bininda-

Emonds et al., 1999). Because the result is actually de-

termined by a parsimony analysis, when source trees

conflict MRP may lead to groups that are supported by

no (combination of) source tree(s) or even to groups that
are contradicted by each of the source trees (‘‘novel

clades’’ of Bininda-Emonds and Bryant, 1998). Consider

as example the two trees in Fig. 1. Some authors sug-

gested that differences in tree symmetry or size could

cause problems to MRP, but both trees have the same

sets of taxa, and both are entirely pectinate. As there are

only two completely resolved trees, each group can be

either supported in both trees or supported in one tree
and contradicted in the other. The correct result then is

equivalent to the strict consensus. Using MRP, however,

produces four trees, all with A and B as closest relatives,

which is contradicted by each of the source trees. Ad-

ditionally, the source trees agree in displaying B and F as

closer to each other than to A, while B is more closely

related to A than to F in each of the four MRP trees

(and their consensus). The result of the MRP analysis
thus directly contradicts the information in the two

input trees.

This result is caused by interactions between the

groups in the two trees. For example, in tree 4 of the

MRP results, A and B are grouped because the ‘‘0’’ in

characters 2 and 3 of the matrix can then be accounted

for with a single step, as a reversal; that is, A and B are

grouped because in source tree 1 they do not belong to

groups CDEF and DEF. The effect of reversals in MRP
will in general be grouping terminals that are excluded

from groups in the source trees, but this in no way

means that they must be grouped.

Some authors (Purvis, 1995; Ronquist, 1996) have

proposed ways to alter the coding of the trees into a

matrix, to correct what they perceived as problems with

MRP, but other defendants of MRP consider this the-

oretically flawed and showed examples where the cor-
rections produce unreasonable results (Bininda-Emonds

and Bryant, 1998; Bininda-Emonds et al., 1999). Also,

Bininda-Emonds and Bryant (1998) suggested that using

irreversible characters would eliminate the effect of re-

versals described above. While that is true, reversals are

not the only source of problems in MRP; terminal taxa

can still be grouped by being part of groups in the source

trees that (because of interactions) are broken into parts
in the final result. If irreversible characters are used,

result tree 1 is the only shortest tree but that tree, too,

has group AB—in this case, supported by changes to

state ‘‘1’’ (the only possibility, since reversals are for-

bidden) in characters 5–7, which represent membership

to groups CDEABF, DEABF, and ABF. None of these

groups in itself, however, provides any grounds for

placing A and B in a group that excludes F. Irreversible
characters, therefore, can ameliorate some of the prob-

lems with MRP, but in no way solve them all.

As another example consider the two trees in Fig. 2,

where the MRP tree displays three groups (marked)

which, by eye inspection, are obviously contradicted by

one of the source trees. It is interesting that two of those

groups are from the smaller and more symmetrical tree,

which contradicts the idea (Purvis, 1995) that groups in

Fig. 1. Two source trees (1–2), the matrix that represents them, the four MRP trees (trees 1–4, produced by analyzing the matrix), and their strict

consensus. The group marked, AB, is contradicted by both source trees; in both source trees, B is closer to F than to A, while in the MRP tree(s) B is

closer to A than to F.
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larger and more pectinate trees are given more influence.

Bininda-Emonds and Bryant (1998) also provided an

example (their Fig. 3) where two trees (of 13 taxa)

produce a group contradicted by each of the two source

trees.
If MRP can create spurious groups in very simple

cases like the ones shown here, it is impossible to predict

how it would behave in more complex cases, especially

when source trees are numerous. Since MRP is expected

to display groups present (or implied) by most of the

trees, even if contradicted by a few trees, the results need

not be equivalent to a strict consensus, but then it may

be impossible to distinguish artifact from groups actu-
ally implied by the majority of trees.

It is surprising that MRP has continued being advo-

cated in the face of so many known problems. Perhaps,

as suggested by Pisani and Wilkinson (2002), it is be-

cause almost no practical alternatives exist. Bininda-

Emonds et al. (1999) attempt to defend MRP on the

grounds that it is less biased when there are numerous

source trees. However, this is not always true for the

simulations of Bininda-Emonds and Sanderson (2001).

For real data sets, it would be more correct to say that

when the source trees are numerous, the bias cannot be
discovered, because it then becomes impossible to tell—

by eye—that some results are wrong. That we cannot tell

that some results are wrong, however, hardly means that

the results are correct.

Problems with MinCut

The MinCut algorithm (Semple and Steel, 2000) is

more elaborate than the previous method, and has been

proven to have several desirable properties. The method

is based on recovering the nestings common to the

source trees, as in the Adams consensus (Adams, 1972).

While the nestings may be useful under certain very

specific circumstances, the MinCut supertree (just like

the Adams consensus) will not always be interpretable in
terms of monophyly of groups—the interpretation in

which taxonomists are normally interested. Thus, the

method produces in some cases results which are con-

trary to expectations.

Semple and Steel�s example 1 (reproduced here as Fig.
3) illustrates this. The result displays only the group AB,

present in both trees. The group DE, however, is present

in the first tree and compatible with the second tree.

Fig. 3. Two source trees, their MinCut tree, and their MRP tree. The

group DE is present in one tree and never contradicted, but it is absent

from the MinCut tree. The MRP tree displays the group.

Fig. 2. Two source trees, and their MRP tree. The groups marked in the MRP tree are contradicted by one tree and supported by one tree.
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The second tree does not include group DE simply be-

cause taxon E is not included in the tree. Therefore,

there is no reason to suppress group DE from the out-

put. This illustrates a case in which a group that should
be present in the output is not. MRP, despite all its

problems, produces a more reasonable result in this

case, as it displays the (uncontradicted) group DE.

Semple and Steel�s example 3 (reproduced here as Fig. 4)
shows a case in which the output tree displays a group

that is neither supported nor implied by the source trees.

Neither the source trees nor their combination imply the

groups ABCE or AB. While the nestings present in the
output tree are indeed present in (or compatible with) all

the source trees, the groups of the source trees are mu-

tually contradictory. MRP results again are preferrable

to those of MinCut, because they clearly show that no

common or combinable groups are displayed by the

input trees.

Problems with Lanyon’s (1993) method

Lanyon (1993) proposed a method to construct su-

pertrees which, basically, consists of representing each

tree by a set of ‘‘observed’’ and ‘‘possible’’ groups

(‘‘possible’’ groups result from both alternative resolu-

tions of polytomies and alternative placements of miss-

ing taxa). Each of the groups shared by all the trees (i.e.,
the groups in the intersection of all the sets representing

the input trees) will be present in the supertree, as long

as (1) it is not contradicted by any other group or (2) it is

an ‘‘observed’’ group and is contradicted only by

‘‘possible’’ groups.

The explicit intent of Lanyon was to create a method

analogous to the semi-strict or combinable component

consensus (Bremer, 1990)—i.e., to create supertrees in-
cluding groups supported by only some input trees as

long as they are not contradicted by other trees. Lan-

yon�s algorithm fails to take into account that a given

group may be uncontradicted by the individual input

trees but contradicted by some combination of input

trees. The algorithm therefore can produce supertrees

with groups that are contradicted by some combination

of input trees. Fig. 5 is an example, showing three trees
and the groups they imply (‘‘observed’’ groups are

marked with an asterisk); the only group shared by the

three trees is group AC, and thus Lanyon�s method
produces a supertree with this group. The group AC is

Fig. 4. Two source trees, their MinCut tree, and their MRP tree. The MinCut tree displays two groups which are neither supported nor implied by

any of the source trees.

Fig. 5. A case where Lanyon�s (1993) method produces a group (AC) that is actually contradicted by some input trees. For each input tree, the set of
observed/implied groups is indicated (observed groups are marked with an asterisk). For each supertree, the set of groups shared by the input trees is

indicated.
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present in some trees, and no tree directly contradicts it,

but it is not entirely uncontradicted: combining trees 1

and 2 contradicts group AC. In contrast, the MRP tree

is a bush, which is accurate for this set of input trees.

Additional problems for Lanyon�s algorithm can be
created by the distinction between ‘‘observed’’ and

‘‘possible’’ groups, used to decide inclusion or exclusion

of a group: when some taxa are missing from a tree, no

group is actually ‘‘observed,’’ since addition of missing

taxa could always make the group non-monophyletic.

Lanyon�s algorithm can also miss some groups which

are jointly implied by the input trees. Fig. 6 shows two

trees, which uniquely determine a supertree with groups
BCDE and CDE: if E is closer to D than to B, E can be

added to the first tree as a trichotomy between C and D,

and the information in both trees can be combined,

without conflict; adding E at any other place in the first

tree violates implications of the second tree. Lanyon�s
method, however, produces a bush supertree: the group

sets representing the two trees share the group AE,

which is in conflict with both BCDE and CDE (none of
which is ‘‘observed’’ in the input trees).

Ultra-cliques and semi-strict supertrees

In phylogeny, the strict and semi-strict consensus are

normally the preferred means to summarize results, be-

cause each group in the strict (or semi-strict) consensus
has an unambiguous interpretation: the group must be

present in all (or some) of the input trees, and absent (or

contradicted) in none. Nixon and Carpenter (1996) have

gone so far as to claim that only strict consensus can be

properly called ‘‘consensus,’’ and that techniques like

Adams or Majority Rule trees must be called ‘‘com-

promise’’ trees. Terminology aside, it is clear that the

strict (and semi-strict) consensus have advantages in the

interpretability of the results (we consider pruned trees
to be a special case of strict or semi-strict consensus, and

not a different technique). As discussed above, none of

the supertree methods proposed so far allows for a

similarly restrictive interpretation.

An equivalent of the semi-strict consensus can be

created from the matrix that represents the source trees

(with an all-zero root added), but using only those

characters that are not contradicted by any other char-
acter (or set of characters) in the entire matrix. We call

this set of characters the ultra-clique. The characters in

the ultra-clique may not define a unique binary tree; the

‘‘semi-strict supertree’’ or SSS is the consensus of all the

binary shortest trees for the ultra-clique.

Note that the ultra-clique is not equivalent to the

largest clique in a matrix; the largest clique is the largest

number of characters that are not contradicted by each
other (Estabrook et al., 1977), while the ultra-clique is

instead the set of characters that are not contradicted by

any (combination of) character(s) in the matrix.

When some characters have missing entries, different

pairs of characters may all be compatible in pairwise

comparisons, but collectivelly non-compatible. Consider

the example of Fig. 7, where each of the three characters

that represent the input trees is compatible with each of
the other characters. Combining each possible pair of

trees produces an entirely resolved tree, but the third

source tree cannot be accomodated on that resolved

tree. When taken together, the characters that represent

Fig. 6. A case where Lanyon�s (1993) method fails to find groups (BCDE, CDE) that are actually supported by the two input trees combined.
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the trees are incompatible, because it is not possible to

create a tree where the three characters are free of ho-

moplasy at the same time. The ultra-clique (an empty

set, in this case) is thus the largest subset of the char-

acters in a matrix which can be all free of homoplasy on
some tree and (singly or collectively) are not in conflict

with any other character(s) in the matrix. A matrix may

contain several cliques; no matrix can have more than

one ultra-clique.

In the example of Fig. 1, every character is con-

tradicted by one (or more) characters. The ultra-clique is

an empty set, and therefore the SSS is a bush. In the

example of Fig. 2, the characters supporting the marked
groups are not compatible with all other characters, and

thus the SSS would be like the MRP tree, but lacking

those groups. Each of the groups collapsed in the SSS is

indeed contradicted by one of the source trees.

The SSS displays groups present in some source trees

and unresolved (polytomic) in others, and for the same

taxon sets is thus exactly equivalent to the combinable

components consensus. In the case of trees with different
taxon sets a group may be absent from a source tree

either because some of the taxa that make up the group

are not included in the tree, or because the group is

indeed unresolved. Using the ultra-clique will not dis-

tinguish among these two possible situations. A method

that collapses a group if unresolved in some input trees

(as the strict consensus does) could be called ‘‘strict’’

supertree. Such a method will rarely be needed, how-
ever, since supertrees are always used to combine or

compare results from different data sets (best done with

a semi-strict consensus, not with a strict; see Bremer,

1990, for discussion).

If both are properly calculated, no group from the

SSS can be absent from the MRP tree. The SSS will

always be compatible with, but possibly less resolved

than, the MRP tree. The groups of the MRP absent in
the SSS may be either groups that are present in a ma-

jority of the source trees (e.g., showing groups that are

consistently revealed by many studies), or spurious

groups. As with strict or combinable component con-

sensus, there is no direct way to tell. Additionally (as

well known for the combinable components consensus;

see Nixon and Carpenter, 1996), it may be misleading to

combine trees from different matrices if they in turn

represent consensus trees. Consider two matrices, one of
which produces two trees, ðAðBCÞÞ and ðBðACÞÞ, and the
other produces a single tree, ðCðABÞÞ. The consensus of
the first one is ðABCÞ, which is compatible with ðCðABÞÞ,
and therefore the combinable components consensus (or

the SSS) of the two consensus trees is ðCðABÞÞ—sug-
gesting that the data sets do not contradict each other.

The matrices, however, are incompatible—which would

only be detected if the original trees, not their consensus,
were used.

Steel et al. (2000) outlined some properties and

limitations of possible consensus or supertree methods.

Steel et al. show that, given triplets of terminals x, y,

and z, no consensus (or supertree) method can satisfy

what they call P7, this is, the property of displaying

xðyzÞ if some input tree(s) display xðyzÞ and no input

tree displays yðxzÞ or zðxyÞ. SSS, however, satisfies the
property of displaying xðyzÞ if it is found in some in-
put tree or implied by some combination of input

trees, and no input tree or combination of input trees

displays or implies yðxzÞ or zðxyÞ. This is a refinement
of P7 not considered by Steel et al. and, to our

knowledge, no other supertree method satisfies this

property.

Building semi-strict supertrees

There is a large body of literature on finding cliques

of compatible characters, but the evaluation of com-

patibility if the characters have missing entries remains

unsolved. When a (binary) character has no missing

entries, it directly defines a group in a tree; when a
character has some missing entries, some taxa have

their positions as undefined. However, the interaction

with other character(s) may define the position of taxa

with missing entries. Consider a case with two char-

acters, one with a missing entry for taxon X which

defines a group G where taxon X might be excluded or

included, and another character which unambiguously

places X within a subgroup S of G. Under such a sit-
uation, it is obvious that the two characters are com-

patible, and that a parsimony analysis of those two

characters will produce group S as a subgroup of G

(and X included within both groups). The missing entry

in taxon X could thus be replaced by comparing the

two characters. This suggests a way to evaluate com-

patibility, by replacing the missing entries with pairwise

comparisons among characters, preserving compatibil-
ity when the character entries could be either com-

patible or incompatible. If the change makes the

character incompatible with a third (as yet unconsid-

ered) character, subsequent pairwise comparisons will

detect it. This procedure will always detect the exis-

tence of incompatibility (although it may not specify in

which characters it occurs).

Fig. 7. Three source trees, and the results of combining them in pairs.

See text for discussion.
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In the discussion below, we define Gi as the set of
terminals with state ‘‘1’’ in the character (variable) that

represents group i (i.e., all descendants of node i) and

Mi as the set of terminals with missing entry in the

character that represents group i (i.e., terminals missing

from the tree containing group i). The complement of a

set Si is indicated as �Si (and note that �Gi includes

all the taxa absent from group i, regardless of whether

those taxa were present in the tree or not; therefore,
�Mi \ Gi ¼ Gi, Gi \Mi ¼ ;, and Mi\ � Gi ¼ Mi).
Whether missing entries can be replaced must be

checked by making pairwise comparisons for all pos-

sible groups i; j. When

Gi \ Gj 6¼ ; and Gi \ � Gj \ � Mj 6¼ ;
and � Gi \ � Mi \ Gj 6¼ ;

the characters have incompatibilities that cannot be

solved by replacing missing entries. Otherwise, missing

entries can be replaced under four different situations:

(1) Disjunct groups where one member of the first
group is missing in the second group (the missing

taxon is placed outside the second group):

if ðGi \ Gj ¼ ;Þ and ðGi \ � Gj \ � Mj 6¼ ; or

Gj \ � Gi \ � Mi 6¼ ;Þ, then:
if Mi \ Gj 6¼ ;
) Mi ¼ Mi \ � Gj

if Gi \Mj 6¼ ;
) Mj ¼ Mj \ � Gi.

(2) Identical groups, but with different missing taxa out-

side the group (the two groups become identical):

if ðGi ¼ GjÞ
) Mi ¼ Mi \Mj
and

) Mj ¼ Mj \Mi.
(3) One group is contained within the other, and some

taxa outside the larger group are missing in the
smaller group (the taxa missing from the smaller

group are placed outside):

if Gi \ � Gj 6¼ ; and � Gi \ Gj ¼ ;
) Mj ¼ Mj \ � ð� Mi \ � GiÞ

if � Gi \ Gj ¼ ; and Gi \ � Gj 6¼ ;
) Mi ¼ Mi \ � ð� Mj \ � GjÞ.

(4) The groups contradict, but the taxa present in the

first group and not in the second are missing from
the second (the groups are made compatible by in-

cluding those taxa in the second group):

if Gi \ � Gj 6¼ ; and � Gi \ Gj 6¼ ;, then:
if ðGi \Mj 6¼ ;Þ and ðGi \ � Gj \ � Mj ¼ ;Þ

and (� Gi\ � Mi \ Gj 6¼ ; or
(Mi \ � Mj \ � Gj ¼ ; and � Mi \ � Gi \Mj ¼ ;))
) Gj ¼ Gj [ ðGi \MjÞ and Mj ¼ Mj\ � Gi
if ðGj \Mi 6¼ ;Þ and ðGj \ � Gi \ � Mi ¼ ;Þ

and (� Gj \ � Mj \ Gi 6¼ ; or
(Mj \� Mi \� Gi ¼ ; and � Mj \� Gj \Mi ¼ ;))
) Gi ¼ Gi (Gj \Mi) and Mi ¼ Mi \ � Gj.

Fig. 8 illustrates the four cases. The cases 1–4 must be
iteratively checked for each group i; j. The groups i; j
must belong to different trees; the missing entries for a

group j in a source tree could not be completed by

reference to the other groups in the tree, unless those

other groups themselves have been changed by refer-

ence to some groups in another source tree (in which

case group j as well could be changed by reference to

the groups in that other source tree). If missing entries
have been changed for some i,j in one cycle, then all the

possible comparisons (but only those) where one of the

groups has been just changed must be made in the next

cycle. The process is repeated until no more changes

can be done. Finally, a tree is assembled, using only

those characters which: (1) have no incompatibilities,

and (2) have no missing entries. Since the characters in

the ultra-clique are perfectly compatible, creating a tree
from them is automatic. The reason for excluding

Fig. 8. The possible cases under which missing entries in the characters

representing groups can be eliminated. See text for details.
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characters with missing entries is that for such a char-
acter the taxon (or taxa) with missing entry could be

either inside or outside the group, yet require a single

step for the character. Thus the group—even if not

contradicted—will not appear in the consensus of all the

trees that are defined by the ultra-clique. Pruning the

taxa that retain missing entries by the end of the pro-

cedure often improves the resolution of the SSS, and

this may help identify taxa which collapse groups be-
cause of undefined positions (it will not help identify

taxa which collapse groups because of conflicting

positions).

By virtue of its design, the algorithm will find all the

groups that are actually implied by combining the input

trees. When groups do not conflict, or when there are

only two source trees, this heuristic approximation

never recovers any group that does not actually corre-
spond to the ultra-clique. The method was tested by

comparing whether pruning different (random) sets of

taxa from a tree recovers the original tree. In a set of

28,000 test cases, where different numbers of taxa were

pruned from original trees of 26 taxa, not a single

spurious group was detected. As expected, not all the

groups present in the original tree were recovered.

Table 1 shows the average number of unrecovered
groups, for different percentages of taxa pruned, and

different numbers of subsets pruned from the original

tree. As many cases of unrecovered groups as possible

were examined by eye (not the 28,000, of course), to see

whether the groups that had not been recovered could

be deduced from the source trees. This revealed no

cases in which an unrecovered group could be deduced

from the source trees.
Although the method works well if all trees are

compatible, it can find some wrong groups when conflict

exists and there are more than two trees. Fig. 9 is an

example. The expected result is a bush (as obvious from

comparing the results of combining the three possible

pairs of trees in the example) but, depending on which

groups are compared first for the replacement of missing

entries, the algorithm described above may produce the
tree ðBCðADÞÞ. Comparing first the group ðAðBCÞÞ
(from tree 1) with ðBðADÞÞ (from tree 3) the groups

ðADðBCÞÞ and ðBCðADÞÞ are obtained (by rule 1).

The only subsequent comparison that can lead to

replacement of missing entries is the groups from trees 3

(now changed) and 2. Comparing ðBCðADÞÞ (from tree

3) with ðBðCDÞÞ (from tree 2) produces ððADÞBCÞ and
ðBðACDÞÞ (by rule 4). The group ðBCðADÞÞ does not
conflict with any other group, and the other two groups

conflict with each other. The result is then the (incorrect)

tree ðBCðADÞÞ.
If instead the groups ðBðCDÞÞ (from tree 2) and

ðAðBCÞÞ (from tree 1) are compared first, they produce

(by rule 4) the trees ðBðCDÞÞ and ðAðBCDÞÞ. Subsequent
comparison of groups ðBðCDÞÞ (from tree 2) and

ðBðADÞÞ (from tree 3) transforms both groups into

ðBðACDÞÞ (by rule 4). Each of the final groups now

has incompatibilities, so that the result is a bush—as

expected.

While applying a single sequence of operations to
detect the ultra-clique may lead to errors, it can still

detect incompatibilities—if they exist, at least some of

the characters that represent the groups will necessarily

have incompatibilities. For more than two source trees,

any single sequence may yield spurious groups. When

incompatibilities are present, the method may consider

some unsupported groups as supported, but it can

never miss a group that is actually supported—i.e., not
contradicted. Thus, when the first sequence detects in-

compatibilities (and there are more than two trees),

further addition sequences can be done, calculating

the strict consensus of the results of the different ad-

dition sequences, so that the groups incorrectly con-

sidered in some cases as supported will (eventually) be

Table 1

Average number of nodes not recovered, for 1000 cases of pruning different sets of taxa from an original tree, to form different numbers of trees

Percentage of taxa pruned No. of different prunings (No. of source trees)

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

50 5.39 6.47 6.05 5.09 4.40 3.50 2.77

40 4.18 4.41 3.67 2.78 1.96 1.43 0.98

33 2.89 2.56 1.78 1.08 0.66 0.43 0.27

25 1.79 1.24 0.65 0.33 0.14 0.09 0.05

No case (of the 28,000 cases examined) had any spurious node.

Fig. 9. A case in which different sequences of elimination of missing

entries produce different results. See text for details.
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collapsed.1 As in Goloboff (1999), the best way to do
this is to try new sequences for the SSS, calculating the

strict consensus of the different SSS until it becomes

stable. While this may sound like a lot of work, it is

still polynomial time, and (for large numbers of taxa)

much less work than finding the shortest trees for the

matrix that represents the trees. The method is imple-

mented in the program TNT (Goloboff et al., 1999).

For the example 2 of Sanderson et al. (1998) (two trees
of 41 and 31 taxa with only 4 taxa in common, and

some conflict) TNT takes an average time of 0.006 s

(N ¼ 1000, with different random seeds, running on an

800MHz Pentium III) to calculate the same supertree

that Sanderson et al. (1998) calculated with MRP.

Sanderson et al. do not give timings for the parsimony

analysis of the 68-taxon matrix that represents the

source trees; since there is little conflict in the data,
doing 100 random addition sequences plus TBR (sav-

ing a single tree per replication) produces the right

consensus (finding the minimum length, 63 steps, in

about half of the cases); doing the 100 replications with

TNT takes 3.5 s, which may not be much in itself, but

is about 500 times slower than the SSS. Another case

was provided by five source trees formed by pruning

different (random) subsets of 250 taxa from a 500
taxon tree; TNT took an average of 7.5 s to calculate

the supertree. These are all cases where a single se-

quence suffices to guarantee correct results. A more

challenging case was in five trees with some incom-

patibilities (five TBR trees for the ‘‘Zilla’’ data set of

Chase et al., 1993, each with a different subset of 50%

of the taxa pruned), calculating the SSS until it had

stabilized three times (every five different sequences)
took 84.2 s to complete (requiring calculation of 32

different sequences).

Are majority rule supertrees possible?

One of the ideas behind MRP is that a group recov-

ered in a larger number of analyses is a better supported
group. Proponents of MRP expect the parsimony

analysis (and measures of support for the groups

obtained) to automatically take this into account. MRP
is then intended as some sort of ‘‘majority rule’’ super-

tree technique.

While the SSS is a perfect equivalent of the combin-

able component consensus, it is dubious that strict

equivalents of the majority rule tree are possible when

the input trees have different sets of taxa. In many cases

it is not possible to count how many trees support (or

contradict) a group. A given group may be supported,
not by any single tree, but instead only by combinations

of trees. One of the trees required for the group to be

present in the result may also be a tree that (when

combined with a different tree) contradicts the group.

Consider the example in Fig. 10, where four trees pro-

duce a completely unresolved SSS. Each possible triplet

of trees produces a different, completely resolved, tree.

Further, there is no conflict in any triplet of trees; con-
flict only arises when the fourth tree is added. Under

such a situation, how many trees support the group

ADE? The combinations 1þ 3þ 4 and 2þ 3þ 4 sup-

port ADE, but none of the input trees in themselves

support the group. The support for the group is not in

trees 1, 2, or 3, because 1þ 2þ 3 contradicts the group,

and it is not in 4, because 1þ 2þ 4 also contradicts the

group—in both cases, without conflict. This shows that a
tree may be required both to support a group, or to

contradict it, depending on the trees with which it is to

be combined. Therefore, it is not possible to produce a

conceptual equivalent of the majority rule consensus

tree when the trees have different sets of taxa. A method

can check on how many input trees a given partition

appears only as long as the taxa involved in the parti-

tion—all the ones inside the group and all the ones
outside—are present in each and every one of the input

trees.

Analyzing the matrix that represents the input trees

with maximum compatibility (i.e., finding the trees de-

termined by the largest clique of compatible characters2)

will also take into account how frequently a group is

recovered, and will often produce results more reason-

able than those of MRP. However, more deeply nested
groups will still be more influential. In the example of

Fig. 2, the compatibility tree has Atrax as part of a basal

polytomy, but still displays (Hexatheleþ Scotinoecus)
and (Ischnotheleþ Hexatheleþ Scotinoecus)—i.e., it still
displays two groups that are supported as often as they

are contradicted. Besides these problems, a compatibil-

ity analysis would produce the same results as MRP for

the example of Fig. 10 (since there is no conflict for any
triplet of trees).

1 It might appear that an exact method would result from creating

new groups, instead of changing preexisting ones, when the rules 1–4

above apply. This would seem at first equivalent to trying all possible

sequences, but it is not, because rules 1–4 do not do all possible

replacements, but instead only those that preserve compatibility; and

the method can therefore create spurious groups. An example is the

three input trees ðAðBðCDÞÞÞ, ðBðCEÞÞ, and ðAðDðBEÞÞÞ, which

produce ðAðBDðCEÞÞÞ, displaying unsupported group CE. The

method that changes groups (instead of creating new ones) produces

ðAðBCDEÞÞ in about 35% of the cases, and ðAðBDðCEÞÞ in 65% (thus,

for 10 randomly chosen sequences, group CE will show up in about

1% of the cases).

2 We found the maximum compatibility trees by using a program

that searches trees under implied weights, but with the fitting function

defined to have value 1 for no homoplasy, and 0 for any number of

extra steps.
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In conclusion, it is less than obvious how—or whe-

ther—it can be determined which groups are ‘‘more

frequent’’ when the trees have very different sets of taxa.

Designing a method that displays groups that are re-
covered more often in phylogenetic studies when the

taxon subsets for each tree are very different may not be

possible.

Even so, no one would dispute the idea that groups

recovered more frequently in independent analyses are

more likely to be real phenomena. Perhaps this could

be taken into account by giving each group in the

source trees a ‘‘weight’’ (possibly all unity, although
ideally the weight should depend on the character

support for the group). Then, use a method such that

a given group X of weight W will be collapsed only if

contradicted by a group (or groups) for which the

sum of the weights is more than W (this could per-

haps be accomplished by modifications of the method

used to calculate the SSS). While taking into account

the problem of the frequency with which a given
group is recovered in independent analyses, this is not

exactly equivalent to a majority rule tree—i.e., it does

not count on how many trees a group is or is not

present.

On interpreting the supertree

Supertrees may indeed be valuable exploratory tools,

but they have often been defended as more than that.

For example, Bininda-Emonds et al. (1999) suggest that

the strategy of separately analyzing matrices and com-

bining results has advantages, and that this leads to

preferring results from supertrees, rather than from si-

multaneous analysis of larger data sets. Strictly speak-

ing, supertrees are a summary of the information
present in several phylogenetic hypotheses; as such, they

must be interpreted as consensus trees. Since a consen-

sus tree is not a phylogenetic hypothesis, it may fit the

data more poorly, and characters should therefore not

be mapped onto consensus trees (see Nixon and Car-

penter, 1996). Supertrees are often used as if they were
phylogenetic hypotheses (e.g., Morand and Muller-

Graf, 2000), but that practice can lead to unjustified

conclusions.3

Even if supertrees are viewed only as a sort of con-

sensus technique, some problems of interpretation re-

main. The idea behind combining the reduced trees is

that one will obtain a tree with a particular relationship

to the consensus of the original trees. Should one have a
set of complete trees, by pruning some taxa and calcu-

lating the tree, it is possible that some of the taxa that

create conflict are removed—thus increasing resolution—

or that some taxa now have undefined positions—thus

decreasing resolution. Either of those cases—increased

or decreased resolution when pruning—produces a su-

pertree which is compatible with the consensus for the

complete taxon set. In some cases, however, it is possible
that by pruning some taxa from a set of (complete) trees,

a supertree that contradicts the consensus of the original

trees is obtained.

Fig. 11 illustrates such a case. The two input trees

produce a consensus with groups BC and EF. If some

taxa are pruned from the tree, to produce two reduced

trees, their supertree now is completely resolved, but

three of the four groups in the supertree contradict the
group EF present in each of the complete trees. The

reduced trees have no conflict, and thus the MRP tree

and the SSS (and possibly the result for any ‘‘reason-

Fig. 10. Results of combining different subsets of four trees (1–4). See text for details.

3 A reviewer pointed out that supertrees could be safely used as

phylogenetic hypotheses if they are fully resolved (to which we would

add, having seen the behaviour of methods like MRP: ‘‘if they are fully

and properly resolved by a strict or semi-strict supertree method’’).

While that is true in itself, the situation seems (while possible)

extraordinarily unlikely in large-scale problems.
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able’’ supertree method) are identical. Since the con-
sensus for the original trees contradicts groups AE, DF,

and BCDF in the supertree, it is difficult to determine

what those groups actually mean. It is true that the re-

duced trees do not contain enough information to de-

termine whether the original trees provided support (or

not) for EF, but then why should combining the reduced

trees lead to the conclusion that those groups are con-

tradicted? It might be argued that the problem is the
same as having results changing when removing or

adding taxa (or characters) from a real matrix, but re-

moving the taxa from the trees does not alter the evi-

dence used to establish the conclusions—the taxa are not

removed from the original matrices, and the relative

positions of the remaining taxa are entirely unmodified

by the pruning.

Under some specific circumstances problems like this
may not occur, as when there are only two trees and the

set of taxa for one of them is a subset of the set of taxa

for the other. But then this situation—the need for the

previous existence of a complete tree—is precisely what

supertrees were suppossed to avoid. The example sug-

gests that, although building supertrees may be un-

avoidable when it is impossible to create combined data

sets, the results of such an exercise should always be
interpreted with caution.

Similar problems may arise when pruning taxa which

create conflict from the set of source trees. This is

common practice for consensus methods, as pruning the

terminals which create conflict (e.g., jumping between

different positions in the input trees) may improve the

resolution, but may never change the relationships for

the rest of the taxa. However, this is true only when the
trees have identical taxon sets; when the trees have dif-

ferent sets of terminals, pruning conflicting taxa to cre-

ate supertrees may change the relationships for the rest

of the taxa, and thus may produce results which are

difficult to interpret. Consider the four trees of Fig. 10,

which produced an unresolved SSS. If B is pruned from

the source trees, the supertree then becomes completely

resolved, and the conflict between the (pruned) source

trees disappears. But if we prune instead E the supertree

also becomes completely resolved and the conflict also

disappears (as there is no conflict in either case, these

results do not depend on the particular supertree

method used). However, when pruning B, the result has
D as closer to A—that is, ðCðDAÞÞ—and when pruning
E, the result has D as closer to C instead—that is,

ðAðCDÞÞ. In other words, if the trees have different sets
of taxa, pruning terminals may affect the way in which

the other terminals are related when trees are combined

(see Fig. 12).

The examples, additionally, show that the decision of

whether it is preferable to use supertrees (instead of a
global analysis) to establish conclusions does not depend

on one�s position regarding the question of whether or
not multiple data sets should be combined or analyzed

separately. Even if (for whatever valid reason) the data

are to be analyzed separately, they should have a similar

taxon composition. Otherwise, the supertree may lead us

to conclude that there is unambiguous support for

groups which—should the trees have included more
taxa—would have been actually contradicted.
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